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The The cochleacochleaisis a a fluidfluid --filledfilled tube tube whichwhich containscontainsthe the cochlearcochlearductduct

B. Pletsch
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SV: scala SV: scala vestibulivestibuli
ST: scala ST: scala tympanitympani
CDCD: : cochlearcochlearductduct
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The cochlear duct or scala
media is a canal shut off 
between the scala tympani 
below and the scala vestibuli
above. It is triangular on 
transverse section, its roof 
being formed by Reissner’s
membrane (RM), its outer 
wall by the stria vascularis
(SV), and its floor by the 
basilar membrane (BM) 
and the outer part of the 
osseous spiral lamina
(OSL). The basilar 
membrane supports the 
organ of Corti, where 
sensory hair cells are 
located.F.Mammano
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The basilar membrane
stretches from the tympanic lip 
of the osseous spiral lamina to 
the basilar crest and consists of 
two parts. The inner is thin, and 
is named the pars arcuata. The 
outer is thicker and striated, and 
is termed the pars pectinata.
The under surface of the 
membrane is covered by a layer 
of vascular connective tissue; 
one of the vessels in this tissue 
is somewhat larger than the rest, 
and is named the vas spirale; it 
lies below Corti’s tunnel. 

Basilar membraneBasilar membrane

p. arcuatap. arcuata p. p. pectinatapectinata
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The elastic basilar membrane supports the spiral organ of Corti The elastic basilar membrane supports the spiral organ of Corti that, in humans, can be that, in humans, can be 
subdivided into approximately subdivided into approximately N N = 3600= 3600transversal segments. transversal segments. 

The The ii--thth segment may be further schematized as a damped harmonic oscillasegment may be further schematized as a damped harmonic oscillator driven by tor driven by 
fluid pressure forcesfluid pressure forces

FracionalFracional distancedistancefromfrom the the stapesstapes
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A A mechanicalmechanicalmodelmodel forfor the the basilarbasilar membranemembrane
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StapesStapes

Round Round 
windowwindow

BasilarBasilar
Membrane (BM)Membrane (BM)

FluidFluid

FluidFluid

 3.5 cmL =
HelicotremaHelicotrema

Fluid motion is Fluid motion is 
driven by the piston driven by the piston 
action of the stapes action of the stapes 
bone in the oval bone in the oval 
window.window.

Moving 
boundaries

fixed 
boundary

ToTo computecomputethe the forcesforcesFFii wewe needneedtoto knowknow howhow the the fluidfluid movesmoveswithinwithin the the cochleacochlea
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KnownKnown parametersparameters::

NNRR > 2000> 2000

The small value of The small value of NNRR guarantees that fluid motion is laminarguarantees that fluid motion is laminar
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(max fluid velocity)  4.5 10  m s  [T.Ren, a 90 dB SPL]
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FluidFluid pressurepressureforcesforcesdue due toto the the accelerationaccelerationofof the the stapesstapes

Plot of the stapes-BM coupling factor for the human cochlea .

Fluid pressure field due to the 
acceleration of the stapes
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Each segment of the basilar membrane that Each segment of the basilar membrane that 
is set into motion by the pressure field is set into motion by the pressure field 
generated by the stapes generates an generated by the stapes generates an 
additional pressure field.additional pressure field.

While moving e.g. downward, the segment While moving e.g. downward, the segment 
must displace the surrounding fluid must displace the surrounding fluid 
instantaneously generating pressure instantaneously generating pressure 
forces in the opposite (upward) directionforces in the opposite (upward) direction
on all other basilar membrane segments.  on all other basilar membrane segments.  

Additional pressure forces are generated by the basilar membraneAdditional pressure forces are generated by the basilar membranereactionreaction

  p aρ−∇ =
�

�

Fluid pressure field due to the 
acceleration of a BM segment
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The The diagonal termsdiagonal termsGGii
ii represent the inertial represent the inertial 

reaction of fluid mass that the reaction of fluid mass that the ii--thth moving moving 
segment of the basilar membrane must segment of the basilar membrane must 
displace. The situation is similar to that of a displace. The situation is similar to that of a 
piston in a closed fluid circuit. piston in a closed fluid circuit. 
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FracionalFracional distancedistancefromfrom the the stapesstapes
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Results: traveling waves on the basilar membraneResults: traveling waves on the basilar membrane

"for his discoveries of the physical 
mechanism of stimulation within the 
cochlea"

The Nobel Prize in Physiology 
or Medicine 1961

400 Hz input400 Hz input

Solutions of the basilar membrane motion equationSolutions of the basilar membrane motion equation Experimental resultsExperimental results
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Fluid

in motion
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at rest

Stapes

Round 
window

Basilar membrane

The position of this transition region varies with 
the frequency of the input

Wave amplitude in the scheme is magnified a Wave amplitude in the scheme is magnified a 
millionmillion--fold to make it visiblefold to make it visible

Low frequencyLow frequency

High frequencyHigh frequency

ClickClick
Basilar membrane frequency map
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Membrane acceleration

Uncoupled oscillatorsUncoupled oscillators
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Force impulse
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FluidFluid --coupled oscillatorscoupled oscillators
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Force impulse

Membrane acceleration B’Displacement
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Key Key rolerole playedplayed byby fluidfluid couplingcoupling
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http://http:// vimm.itvimm.it /cochlea/cochleaGetGet the the wholewhole story atstory at


